TYPES OF VESSELS
Connecting Sea

Introduction
What is Vessel?
A Vessel is a large watercraft that travels the world's oceans and other sufficiently deep
waterways, carrying goods or passengers, or in support of specialized missions, such as
defense, research and fishing. Historically, a "ship" was a sailing vessel with at least three
square-rigged masts and a full bowsprit. Ships are generally distinguished from boats, based
on size, shape, load capacity, and tradition.
Ships have been important contributors to human migration and commerce. They have
supported the spread of colonization and the slave trade, but have also served scientific,
cultural, and humanitarian needs. After the 15th century, new crops that had come from and
to the Americas via the European seafarers significantly contributed to the world population
growth. Ship transport is responsible for the largest portion of world commerce.
As of 2016, there were more than 49,000 merchant ships, totaling almost 1.8 billion dead
weight tons. Of these 28% were oil tankers, 43% were bulk carriers, and 13% were container
ships.
Type of Vessels
There are many different types of ships, and the differences are mostly based upon the type
of cargo the ship transports. Most all ships have some basic things in common.
On most all general cargo ships, and on any number of other ships, going forward from the
engine room to the end of number two hold will be a pipe tunnel. In the pipe tunnel you will
find steam pipes going to fuel oil tanks. Most ships use bunker oil for fuel. Bunker oil is almost
as thick as tar and needs steam to heat it in order for it to be able to be pumped. Some will
burn the fuel directly in the engines, while others will burn it in large boilers, and the steam
created runs the engines, these are called steamships.
Upon the stern of the ship you will find written the ship's homeport, and the flag of the
country in which the ship is registered. Upon the stack you will find, in most cases, a design
that identifies the shipping line that owns the ship, if you see a red flag flying off the mast
that means that the ship is taking on fuel. The following is a rundown of the major types of
commercial ships:
General cargo ships (sometimes called Breakbulk Carriers) Breakbulk cargo is defined
as general cargo or goods that do not fit in or utilize standard shipping containers or cargo
bins. Breakbulk is also different from bulk shipping, which is used for cargo such as
petroleum products or grain. Instead, breakbulk cargo is transported individually, oftentimes
on a skid or pallet or in a crate.

Examples of breakbulk cargo include construction equipment, manufacturing materials,
oversized vehicles, boats, cranes, turbine blades, ship propellers, generators, large engines
and more. See the General cargo ships (sometimes called Breakbulk Carriers) show in Figure
1.1.

Figure 1.1. General cargo ships (sometimes called Breakbulk Carriers)
In the early days of shipping, ocean-going cargo was most commonly breakbulk. However,
with the increased use of more efficient and secure shipping containers in the late 1960s, it
is now generally reserved for cargo that is too heavy or large to fit in a container. Though an
effective method of shipping oversized cargo, breakbulk shipping is more time-intensive
than container shipping because each piece must be loaded and unloaded individually,
oftentimes with special equipment.
Auto carriers RoRo or Roll on Roll off ship is a special type of vessel which is used for the
transportation of automobile vehicles. Also known as car carriers, these vessels have special
inclines (ramps) constructed so as to make the loading and the unlading of vehicles and
cargo easier and more convenient.
The inclines of a RoRo vessel are connected to the entrance either in the front (bow) or at
the back (aft) of the vessel or at both. Vehicular traffic can thus pass through these doors
without any complexity.
Alongside transporting vehicular traffic between riverside harbors, these vessels have also
become increasingly helpful in transiting vehicles across ports spread across seas.
Over the years, several technological advancements have taken place in these car carrier
vessels and resultantly, there have emerged into various types of RoRo ships. See the Auto
carriers show in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Auto carriers
Fishing vessels a fishing vessel is a boat or ship used to catch fish in the sea, or on a lake or
river. Many different kinds of vessels are used in commercial, artisanal and recreational
fishing. See the Fishing vessels show in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3. Fishing vessels
The total number of fishing vessels in the world in 2016 was estimated to be about 4.6
million, unchanged from 2014. The fleet in Asia was the largest, consisting of 3.5 million
vessels, accounting for 75 percent of the global fleet. In Africa and North America the
estimated number of vessels declined from 2014 by just over 30,000 and by nearly

5,000,respectively. For Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean and Oceania the numbers all
increased, largely as a result of improvements in estimation procedures.
It is difficult to estimate the number of recreational fishing boats. They range in size from
small dinghies to large charter cruisers, and unlike commercial fishing vessels, are often not
dedicated just to fishing.
Oil industry vessels offshore vessels are ships that specifically serve operational purposes
such as oil exploration and construction work at the high seas. There are a variety of offshore
vessels, which not only help in exploration and drilling of oil but also for providing necessary
supplies to the excavation and construction units located at the high seas.
Offshore ships also provide the transiting and relieving of crewing personnel to and from the
high seas’ operational arenas, as and when necessitated. See the Oil industry vessels show
in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4. Oil industry vessels
Bulk carriers Bulk carriers are a type of ship which transports cargoes in bulk quantities.
The cargo transported in such ships is loose cargo i.e. without any specific packaging to it
and generally contains items like food grains, ores and coals and even cement. Since their
inception towards the mid-19th century, bulk vessels have been revolutionized and
streamlined in order to facilitate greater ease for their owners and operators, presently. See
the Bulk carriers show in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. Bulk carriers
In addition to carrying dry cargo like the ones specified above, a bulker is also engaged at
times to carry liquefied cargoes. The liquefied cargo carried by the bulk ship includes oil,
petrol and various other liquid chemical substances.
Container ships a cargo ship or freighter is a merchant ship that carries cargo, goods, and
materials from one port to another. Thousands of cargo carriers ply the world's seas and
oceans each year, handling the bulk of international trade. Cargo ships are usually specially
designed for the task, often being equipped with cranes and other mechanisms to load and
unload, and come in all sizes. Today, they are almost always built by welded steel, and with
some exceptions generally have a life expectancy of 25 to 30 years before being scrapped.
See the Container ships show in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Container ships

Tankers a tanker (or tank ship or tankship) is a ship designed to transport or store liquids or
gases in bulk. Major types of tankship include the oil tanker, the chemical tanker, and gas
carrier. Tankers also carry commodities such as vegetable oils, molasses and wine. In the
United States Navy and Military Sealift Command, a tanker used to refuel other ships is called
an oiler (or replenishment oiler if it can also supply dry stores) but many other navies use
the terms tanker and replenishment tanker. See the Tankers show in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7. Tankers
Passenger ships Today passenger ships are mostly used as cruise ships, but there are still a
few passenger ships that transport people from port to port for the purpose of
transportation, rather than sightseeing. I have worked on only one such ship that took
people from New Orleans to the Panama Canal.
Some cargo ships will also include rooms for passengers, because if a ship has passengers,
in many ports, it is allowed to dock before other ships. I have known a few people who have
used this as a cheap means to travel to different parts of the world. See the Passenger ships
show in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8. Passenger ships
Ferryboats a ferry is a merchant vessel used to carry passengers, and sometimes vehicles
and cargo, across a body of water. A passenger ferry with many stops, such as in Venice,
Italy, is sometimes called a water bus or water taxi. See the Ferryboats show in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9. Ferryboats
Ferries form a part of the public transport systems of many waterside cities and islands,
allowing direct transit between points at a capital cost much lower than bridges or tunnels.
Ship connections of much larger distances (such as over long distances in water bodies like
the Mediterranean Sea) may also be called ferry services, especially if they carry vehicles.
Tow and tug boats a tug or more commonly a tugboat is a secondary boat which helps in
mooring or berthing operation of a ship by either towing or pushing a vessel towards the
port.

A tug is a special class of boat without which mega-ships cannot get into a port. Along with
the primary purpose of towing the vessel towards the harbor, tug boats can be engaged in
the purpose of providing essentials such as water, air, etc. to the vessel. See the Tow and tug
boats show in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10. Tow and tug boats

Figure 1.11. Barges
Barges A barge is a shoal-draft flat-bottomed boat, built mainly for river and canal transport
of bulk goods. Originally barges were towed by draft horses on an adjacent towpath. Today,
barges may be self-propelled, usually with a slow-revving diesel engine and a large-diameter
fixed-pitch propeller. Otherwise, "dumb barges" must be towed by tugs, or pushed by pusher

boats. Compared to a towed barge, a pusher system has improved handling and is more
efficient, as the pushing tug becomes "part of the unit" and it contributes to the momentum
of the whole. See the Barges show in Figure 1.11.
Specialized ships specialized vessels are those vessels that have onboard machinery and
equipment’s to perform various tasks related to marine industry. Specialized marine vessels
include Anchor Handling Tug Supply Vessels, Drilling Vessels, Well Intervention Vessels, Ice
Breaking Vessels, Cable Laying Vessels, Well Testing Services Vessels, Field Support Vessels,
Seismic Vessels, and Fire Fighting Vessels to name a few. See the Specialized ships show in
Figure 1.12.

Figure 1.12. Specialized ships

